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The rates of indium mass transport between the wetting layer, the quantum dots, and the capping

layer are derived from the indium distributions probed by cross-sectional scanning tunneling

microscopy of the In0:5Ga0:5As=GaAs quantum dot system. During capping, a lateral back-

segregation from the quantum dots toward the wetting layer is found, reversing the Stranski-
Krastanov growth mode during quantum dot formation. This lateral back-segregation critically

affects the resulting indium distribution in the wetting layer, the apparent segregation coefficients

as well as the quantum dot shape. Furthermore, the strain effect on the segregation coefficient is

quantified. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4769100]

The opto-electronic properties of semiconductor nano-

structures, such as quantum dots (QDs), are primarily deter-

mined by the spatial arrangement of the individual atoms

incorporated within the nanostructure.1–3 For example, the dis-

tribution of indium atoms in InAs/GaAs and InGaAs/GaAs

QDs influences the effective size and shape of the confinement

potential, and hence determines their lasing properties.4–8 In

order to design optimized semiconductor nanostructures based

on a bottom-up approach, it is crucial to unravel and under-

stand the detailed physical processes affecting the incorpora-

tion and redistribution of atoms during growth and capping.9,10

However, rather little is known about these atomic processes

even for the widely investigated InAs/GaAs and InGaAs/GaAs

QD systems, because of the difficulty to directly access and

probe them.

For InGaAs material deposition on GaAs(0 0 1), an

inverted cone composition profile occurs in the QDs during

growth.11,12 Furthermore, capping by GaAs leads to flat (0 0 1)

top facets and to a vertical indium segregation destroying the

desired atomic sharpness of the top interface, in both, the

InGaAs/GaAs and the InAs/GaAs systems.10–17 In the pure

InAs/GaAs QD system, the presence of an additional lateral

segregation was suggested.10 However, widely deviating seg-

regation coefficients were observed for the QD and wetting

layer (WL) material within the capping layer (CL).18–21 Hence,

it is completely unclear how the vertical and lateral indium

mass transport during growth and capping are really driven

and how they are related to each other. Furthermore, at present,

it is unclear where the material from the removed apex goes to,

i.e., the QD flanks or the WL.

In this letter, we identify the physical processes of indium

mass transport being active during growth and capping of the

InGaAs/GaAs QD model system by cross-sectional scanning

tunneling microscopy (XSTM). Based on a mapping of the

distribution of indium atoms with atomic resolution, we

derived the rates of mass transport between the WL, the QDs,

and the CL. We found that the lateral back-segregation from

the QDs toward the WL during capping is a crucial compo-

nent to govern the resulting concentration in the WL and CL

as well as the QD shape. Hence, during capping a reversed

mass transport with respect to the Stranski-Krastanov growth

mode22 occurs.

For the investigation of the mass transport, we investi-

gated In0:5Ga0:5As QD layers with a nominal deposition of

5, 6, and 18 ML on GaAs(0 0 1) at 510 �C using migration

enhanced epitaxy.11 During growth, In and Ga are supplied

alternating in discrete amounts of 0.5 ML, each followed by

7 s of As flux. For the GaAs capping layer, the Ga and As

fluxes were supplied continuously. The atomic mapping by

XSTM was performed on (1 1 0) planes obtained in situ in

ultra-high vacuum (p < 10�8 Pa). In principle, the indium

concentration can be derived from measuring the local lateral

lattice parameter along growth direction23 or—if the concen-

tration is low enough—by counting the single bright spots in

every layer from the images.24,25 Here, we used the latter

method on multiple images in order to get sufficient signifi-

cance of our data.

Figure 1(a) shows an overview empty-state XSTM image

of a QD obtained after deposition of 18 ML of In0:5Ga0:5As.

The QD is confined by a truncated pyramidal shape (solid

lines). Within the QD, the inverted cone shape of the indium

distribution is visible (dashed lines). Figure 1(b) shows the high

resolution empty-state XSTM image of the central area of the

QD. At the image, the atomic rows along ½�1 1 0� representing

every second deposited monolayer [(0 0 1) planes] are visible.

In addition, atomic sized bright spots indicate the presence of

individual indium atoms. The spatial position of every indium

atom within the topmost layer of the cleavage surface can be

clearly identified.24 Figure 1(c) shows the indium concentration

at the QD center along growth direction, obtained from the red

dashed-dotted area in Fig. 1(b). The indium concentration

within the QD increases strongly along growth direction, drop-

ping sharply at its top. In addition, an indium segregation tail

above the QD is visible. This shape of the indium concentration

profile agrees with the theoretical model given in Ref. 11.
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Figures 2(a1), 2(b1), and 2(c1) show XSTM images of the

wetting layers far away from QD for 5, 6, and 18 ML

In0:5Ga0:5As deposition, respectively. From these and addi-

tional images, the indium concentration profiles along

the growth direction were determined (Figs. 2(a2), 2(b2),

and 2(c2), respectively). Each indium concentration profile

exhibits a strong increase right after the start of In0:5Ga0:5As

deposition. After a certain deposition amount (including the

following capping), the indium concentration decreases and

segregation tails are visible.26,27 However, quantitatively the

indium concentration profiles differ significantly with increas-

ing In0:5Ga0:5As deposition amounts.

In order to unravel the physical process leading to these

concentration profiles, the mass transport rate equations are

derived. Starting from the model given in Ref. 27 for quan-

tum wells (without quantum dots), the indium concentration

cIn can be described by

cInðnÞ ¼ c0 � ð1� RnÞ (1)

for the nth monolayer along the growth direction with

0 < n < N, where N is the number of deposited In0:5Ga0:5As

monolayers. For n > N (capping), where no further indium

is deposited, a segregation tail develops, where the indium

concentration decreases according to

cInðnÞ ¼ c0 � ð1� RNÞ � Rðn�NÞ: (2)

R is the segregation coefficient and c0 is the In concentration

in the deposited material, i.e., 0.5 for In0:5Ga0:5As.

The calculated indium concentration profiles expected

for a quantum well structure without quantum dots [Eqs. (1)

and (2)] are plotted for the nominal In0:5Ga0:5As deposition

of 5, 6, and 18 ML as blue dashed lines in Figs. 2(a2), 2(b2)

and 2(c2), respectively, using R¼ 0.78. The measured in-

dium concentration (black squares) follows (within the error

bars) only the calculated segregation profile curve in the case

of 5 ML of In0:5Ga0:5As deposition. Indeed, a fit of the segre-

gation tail in the case of 5 ML of In0:5Ga0:5As deposition

using Eq. (2) [green dashed-dotted line in Fig. 2(a2)] yields

a segregation coefficient of R5ML ¼ 0:78 6 0:05 and a

deposited indium concentration of c0 ¼ 0:56 6 0:07. This

indicates that no indium is accumulated in quantum dots, in

agreement with the experimentally observed absence of

quantum dots in this layer.

In contrast, for 6 ML In0:5Ga0:5As deposition, the fit of

the segregation tail [green dashed-dotted line in Fig. 2(b2)]

yields the same segregation coefficient of R6ML ¼ 0:78

6 0:03, but a smaller deposited indium concentration of only

c0 ¼ 0:4360:03 as compared with the nominal 0.5. This

reduced indium concentration indicates a mass transfer from

the wetting layer into the quantum dots, resulting in a lower

indium content at the positions 3, 5, and 7 ML, where the

capping starts. Note that the nominal total deposition of

6 ML is close to the critical thickness of 6:4 6 0:8 ML, at

which quantum dot formation starts for In0:5Ga0:5As

=GaAs,28 corroborating the above conclusions.

For the 18 ML In0:5Ga0:5As deposition, the blue dashed

curve in Fig. 2(c2) shows the expected indium profile in the

wetting layer based on a segregation coefficient R¼ 0.78. It

deviates even more than for the 6 ML case from the experimen-

tal data. Instead, a linear decrease of the In concentration within

the wetting layer (grey dashed line) is observed, again demon-

strating the now more pronounced mass transport due to quan-

tum dot evolution. It is followed by an exponential decay in the

cap layer above the position of 19 ML, which is again the segre-

gation tail. A fit of the segregation tail using Eq. (2) [green

dashed-dotted line in Fig. 2(c2)], yields a deposited indium

concentration in the wetting layer of only c0 ¼ 0:10 6 0:01,

i.e., much lower than the nominal one of 0.5.

FIG. 1. (a) Cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscope image of an

In0:5Ga0:5As=GaAs QD. The overall shape of the QD is indicated by (yel-

low) solid lines. The internal inverted cone indium distribution is marked by

(yellow) dashed lines. (b) Composite high resolution XSTM image of the

central area of the QD with enhanced contrast to illustrate the positions of

every individual indium atom (bright atomic contrast). (c) Indium concentra-

tion in the QD center along the growth direction extracted from the (red)

dashed-dotted area in (b). The indium concentration increases along the

growth direction and a segregation tail is visible above the QD top. The

(green) solid line is a fit of the segregation tail.
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Furthermore, the segregation coefficient of R18ML ¼
0:9160:01 obtained from the fit using Eq. (2) [green dashed-

dotted line in Fig. 2(c2)] deviates significantly from the

above values and from typical values known from literature

for the used growth conditions (for the In(Ga)As/GaAs sys-

tem R � 0:75� 0:80).18,20,21 But, there is no physical reason

for a change of the segregation coefficient. Thus, the model

of simple vertical indium segregation from one to the follow-

ing layer is not describing the resulting indium concentration

profile accurately enough. This indicates the neglect of rele-

vant parts of the indium mass transport during capping

process.

In order to identify the additional mass transport mech-

anism, it should be remarked that before capping the pyra-

mid shaped quantum dots elastically relax approximately

half of their strain energy.29 Capping of the quantum dots

by the GaAs matrix material reduces the ability of relaxa-

tion. Hence, the strain energy within the quantum dot—

especially at its apex—increases significantly until the py-

ramidal QD apex is removed. This results in the formation

of a flat ð0 0 1Þ top facet,10 also visible in Fig. 1(a), in order

to limit the strain energy. The apex removal process ini-

tiates a lateral indium mass transport away from the quan-

tum dot toward the wetting layer regions (Fig. 3). This

process requires the introduction of a lateral mass transport

in a quantitative description of the indium concentration

profiles in capping layers. The mass transport can be con-

sidered as a lateral back-segregation from the quantum dots

toward the wetting layer region, yielding an indium concen-

tration profile of

cInðnÞ ¼ c0 � ð1� RNÞ � Rðn�NÞ � ð1� RÞ þ cbs � ð1� Rðn�NÞÞ
(3)

for n > N. cbs represents the indium concentration added to

each capping monolayer because of lateral back-segregation

from the QD. Fitting the experimental data in Fig. 2(c2)

using Eq. (3) (red solid curve) yields R ¼ 0:80 6 0:03;
c0 ¼ 0:65 6 0:14, and cbs ¼ 0:010 6 0:003. The vertical seg-

regation coefficient is now also in agreement with the above

values of R¼ 0.78 for the 5 and 6 ML depositions. The lat-

eral back-segregation rate from the QD towards the WL is

cbs ¼ 0:01 per deposited ML of GaAs cap material, until the

QD is completely covered [approximately at a position of

about 50 ML in Figs. 1(c) and 2(c2)]. This illustrates that the

inclusion of the back-segregation in the data analysis is cru-

cial for obtaining accurate vertical segregation coefficients.

Otherwise, excessively large apparent segregation coeffi-

cients19 are obtained. Furthermore, it shows that the indium

FIG. 2. Cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy images of the wetting layers after deposition of (a1) 5, (b1) 6, and (c1) 18 ML of In0:5Ga0:5As on

GaAs. The corresponding indium concentration profiles are shown below each XSTM image in frames (a2), (b2), and (c2), respectively. The different lines are

fits to the experimental data using different models.

FIG. 3. Schematic illustration of the different atomic processes involved in

the quantum dot formation during growth and capping.
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removed from the apex is redistributed into the capping layer

above the wetting layer.

At this stage, we discuss the total amount of indium

within the WL. Integrating the indium concentration curves

in Fig. 2 up to the position, at which the capping starts, leads

to 1.4 ML of pure InAs for both, the 5 ML and 6 ML cases.

This is consistent with critical thickness for QD evolution

for pure InAs deposition.28 In the 18 ML case, we find

2:460:3 ML of pure InAs material within the WL. This indi-

cates that the gradient of strain energy is reduced for low in-

dium concentrations (�15%) present in the WL of the

18 ML case, leading to the characteristic linear decrease of

the indium concentration within the WL [Fig. 2(c2)]. Hence,

the indium mass transport from the WL to the QD is also

reduced.

Finally, the indium segregation within the CL above the

QDs allows to probe the effect of a lateral strained lattice on

the segregation coefficient. The local lattice parameter above

the QD is enlarged as compared with above the WL. From

the analysis of the segregation tail in Fig. 1(c), a segregation

coefficient of Rstrained ¼ 0:74 6 0:03 is determined. This

reduced segregation coefficient reflects the reduced strain-

induced driving force for indium segregation in laterally

expanded GaAs lattices.

With these results, it becomes clear that all mass

transport processes during growth and capping are strain

driven: In order to lower the total energy during growth,

first QDs evolve, at which the strain can relax locally.

During capping, the additionally introduced strain energy

drives the strained material back toward the WL region,

but not into the QD flanks as in the case of pure InAs

depositions.10 Independently from these two processes,

the strained material furthermore segregates along growth

direction, which is also a strain driven process since the

segregation coefficient above the QDs is smaller as com-

pared with above the WL.

In conclusion, we probed the indium distribution in quan-

tum dots and in the wetting layer of the In0:5Ga0:5As=GaAs

system using cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy.

From the analysis of the spatial distribution of individual in-

dium atoms, we derived the rates of mass transport between

the WL, the QDs, and the CL. We found that the lateral back-

segregation of 0:010 6 0:003 ML indium per ML of capping

material from the QDs to the WL region during capping is a

crucial component to understand the resulting indium distribu-

tion in the WL as well as the QD shape. In addition, the vertical

segregation constants on unstrained and strained lattices are

quantified and we demonstrated their correct determination.
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